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This paper discusses the functions of index futures market to relieve the deterioration
of liquidity in stock market when rare events come to, how the tail risk aversion of
investors affect the basis of index futures and role of commodity futures to diversify
portfolio tail risk and improve asset allocation. Specifically, the following three issues
are covered:
Firstly, by using a Difference-in Difference(DID) approach, this paper analyses the
effect of restrictions imposed on the index futures trading and open interest of specula-
tors in recent Chinese stock market crash on spot market liquidity. The results suggest
that restriction measures on index futures trading and open interest deteriorate liquidity
of spot market. Those finds also give an empirical support on the hypothesis of Baner-
jee and Graveline (2014) [1] and suggest that index futures trading provides a substitute
of spot trading and relieves spot’s price deterioration.
Secondly, this paper claims that aforementioned risk management service in terms
of providing a spot trading substitute is not free. From Jun. 25th, 2015, the index futures
prices in China Financial Futures Exchange(hereinafter, CFFEX) presented persistent
deep backwardation. This paper finds that the deep backwardation reflects investors’
aversion to uncertainty of rare events and tail risk, fear to tail evens. In state of the deep
backwardation of index futures prices, speculators charge high tail risk premium from
hedgers. In addition, increasing backwardation will also intensify tail risk aversion of
investors.
Finally, by using a dynamic Skewed-t copula approach to model the tail correlation
of stocks, bonds and commodities index, this paper finds that including commodities in
portfolios can diversify part of the tail risk, improve asset allocation and get diversifi-
cation benefits.
This paper implies that for guaranteeing that the index futures markets can func-
tion well, it should be better to relax the restrictions and improve short selling mech-
anism on spot market to eliminate the deep backwardation in index futures prices and
decrease the hedging costs of hedgers. Besides, opening access to commodity futures
markets can benefit financial institutions from improving their asset allocation.
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